Fatty Acids
• Generally, 2.5 to 7.0% of fat in bovine milk • 96% of fat is composed by triglycerides
• Groups of fatty acids (FA):
-Saturated (SAT): 70% -Unsaturated (UNSAT): 30%
• Monounsaturated (MONO): 25%Spectra were exported PLS approach was used to estimate the calibration equations 
Most Interesting Results

RPD
Previous studies used only PLS without pre-treatment (method 1)
Generally method 4 (PLS + DER + REP) gave the best results
Most Interesting Results
R²cv and R²v confirms the ability of MIR to predict some FA directly in milk 
Conclusion
• MIR can be used to quantify some FA directly on milk • Prediction of fat and prediction of FA are decorrelated interest to use specific equations to quantify FA (data not shown) • Improvement of accuracy by:
-Using a first derivative and a repeatability file to develop calibration equations -OR chosing the most appropriated method based on the studied FA
